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In 2010, as part of the Province’s 
general spatial planning, a provin-
cial ecological structure was adopt-
ed. The provincial ecological struc-
ture is part of the Natuurnetwerk 
Nederland (NNN), formerly known 
as the Ecologische Hoofdstructuur 
(National Ecological Network). 
The NNN is the green network of 
existing and new natural sites in 
the Netherlands. The network is 
meant to create better connections 
between the natural sites and the 
surrounding agricultural areas.

Amsterdam’s municipal ecological 
structure as established in 2012 
(Timmermans & Daalder, 2012) 
is an elaborated, supplemented 
and sophisticated continuation of 
the NNN. Amsterdam is adding a 
number of cross-connections and 
parallel areas intended to reinforce 
the structure as a whole. The goal is 
to give plants and animals in Am-
sterdam the best possible chances 
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neck mentioned in this strategy, the 
policy intention is to include solving 
that problem in the terms of refer-
ence and/or budget of the respective 
project plan.

Ecological management
With regard to the management of 
Amsterdam’s ecological structure, 
the following two policy statements 
by the city council are of interest:
Management and design of the green 
spaces within Amsterdam’s ecolo-
gical structure has to be as environ-
mentally compatible as possible, 
focused on vegetation variety and 
providing adequate coverage.
Chemical pesticides may not be used 
in Amsterdam’s ecological structure.
In support of the environmental 
policy, the city council determined 
in 2015 that 50% of the public green 
spaces managed by the Municipal-
ity are to be managed in an insect-
friendly way. This concerns public 
green spaces outside the ecological 
structure. This policy has been set 
out in the ‘Agenda Groen’ (green 
agenda) (Van der Veur & Wijten, 
2015).

of survival. By connecting areas 
with green roads (roadside verges 
and banks) and by opening up 180 
ecological barriers (bottlenecks) 
like tarmac roads and other infra-
structure to animals, for example 
by means of eco-passages. Another 
advantage is that the city itself will 
also have more nature to enjoy. 
Conspicuous species like frogs, 
butterflies, dragonflies, hedgehogs 
(Erinaceus europaeus) and rabbits 
(Oryctolagus cuniculus) greatly 
increase the amenity value of the 

urban green areas.
Because the ecological structure 
is an integral part of the spatial 
development strategy, the following 
general policy principle applies: 
‘the national ecological network 
will be respected, bottlenecks will 
be tackled and changes require the 
official approval (by decision) of 
the municipal council.’ For any spa-
tial projects in areas with a bottle-

and Amsterdam’s municipal ecological structure●  A red squirrel uses the rope bridge near the Europaboulevard. 
Photo: still from the film De Wilde Stad.

Amsterdam is adding a number of cross and parallel 
connections intended to reinforce the structure as a whole.

In 2012, the Amsterdam 
city council adopted a 
municipal ecological 
structure and launched 
a programme aimed at 
solving 180 ecological 
bottlenecks.
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Eliminating 180 bottlenecks
To ensure the proper functioning of 
Amsterdam’s ecological structure, 
a programme was launched in 2012 
with the aim of tackling and elimi-
nating 180 ecological bottlenecks. 
These 180 bottlenecks have been 
entered into a public interactive map 
(see https://maps.amsterdam.nl/
ecopassages/). For each bottleneck 
it indicates how and with what type 
of eco-passage they will be solved, 
which target species stand to benefit 
and what that it will roughly cost. 
There are nine types of eco-passage.
The strategy is to eliminate bottle-
necks wherever possible by making 
them an integral part of the project 
budget in larger spatial projects and 
in the implementation of spatial 
plans. Often, these projects will be 
related to infrastructure, and involve 
external parties such as Rijkswater-
staat and ProRail, but also local 
Amsterdam initiatives, which will 
have access to opportunities for 
co-financing.
For co-financing as well for bottle-
necks that fall outside the existing 
spatial plans, an annual amount of 
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€200,000 is made available from 
the municipal budget. The target 
date for completion of Amsterdam’s 
ecological structure is 2020. In the 
meantime (the situation at the end 
of 2017), over 130 bottlenecks have 
been eliminated.

Squirrel bridge
The Amsterdamse Bos and the 
Amstelpark are two important 
habitats for the red squirrel (Sciurus 
vulgaris). The Gijsbrecht van 
Aemstelpark constitutes an essen-
tial green corridor between these 
two habitats. Squirrels mainly travel 
between the tree crowns. Wherever 
trees are too far apart, as is the case 
around roads, they venture onto the 
ground. As six roads cross through 
the Gijsbrecht van Aemstelpark, 
squirrels would end up as road 
kill victims. To put an end to this 
situation, six squirrel bridges were 
created in 2012. In places where 
several squirrels had been run over, 
rope bridges were created to give 
squirrels safe passage between the 
tree crowns on either side of the 
lane. The ropes span a combined 
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distance of 300 metres.
Since this bridge’s presence in the 
tree tops, no more road kill squir-
rels have been reported and the 
bridge appears to be functioning 
as intended. Nature documentary 
‘De Wilde Stad’ (2018) features 
striking footage of squirrels using 
the rope bridge.
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●  Interactive map with the ecological passages and structure 
(see https://maps.amsterdam.nl/ecopassages/).

● Drawing: Jos Zwarts.


